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English Language

S71. Ans.(c)
Sol.
Refer the last few lines of the 5th paragraph of the passage, “The answer to this is automation fueled by robust Machine learning training models and artificial intelligence.............. provide troubleshooting in real-time.”

S72. Ans.(a)
Sol.
Refer the 3rd paragraph of the passage, “Furthermore, with the lack of data talent an ...............ensure business operations are accessible for a range of employees.”

S73. Ans.(d)
Sol.
Refer to the 2nd line of the 2nd paragraph of the passage, “In today's climate any loss or disruption to data can have a huge business impact.”

S74. Ans.(d)
Sol.
Statement (1) is correct. Refer the 4th paragraph of the passage, “The cloud offers great promise for developers ...............the use of multiple server locations”

S75. Ans.(c)
Sol.
If something such as a plan or a project goes full steam ahead, it progresses quickly.

S76. Ans.(c)
Sol.
Embrace means accept (a belief, theory, or change) willingly and enthusiastically hence it is similar in meaning to adopt.

S77. Ans.(a)
Sol.
Ensure means make certain that (something) will occur or be the case hence confirm is the word which is most similar in meaning.
S78. Ans.(b)  
Sol.  
**Massive** means exceptionally large hence insignificant is the word which is most opposite in meaning.

S79. Ans.(a)  
Sol.  
There is an error in part (a) of the sentence in place of “believe” we will use “believed”.

S80. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
There is an error in part (c) of the sentence.  
In place of “am” we will use “was” because the events of the sentences are in past.

S81. Ans.(d)  
Sol.  
Use “hanged” in place of “hung”

S82. Ans.(e)  
Sol.  
There is no error in the sentence.

S83. Ans.(b)  
Sol.  
There is an error in part (b) of the sentence. Use “to succeed” in place of “to be success” because after “determined” we use “to infinitive”.

S84. Ans.(e)  
Sol.  
There is no error in the sentence.

S85. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
Replace ‘were' with was'.  
When two subjects are joined by 'not only...but also', the verb must agree with the second subject.  
The correct sentence should be: “Not only the students but also the principal was laughing at the joke he cracked.  
The same rule applies when two subjects are joined by 'or', the verb must agree with the second subject.  
For e.g. Krish and his brothers were there. (Second subject is 'plural')  
Mohan or Sohan is responsible for this. (Second subject is 'singular')

S86. Ans.(a)  
Sol.  
“Except” which means “not including” is the word which should fit the blank.
S87. Ans.(d)
Sol.
“Rejoiced” which means feel or show great joy or delight will fit the blank most appropriately.

S88. Ans. (d)
Sol.
Here, “permits” which means “officially allow (someone) to do something” perfectly fits in the given blank making the sentence grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. Hence, option (d) is the most suitable answer choice.

S89. Ans.(b)
Sol.
Here, “encouraged” which means “give support, confidence, or hope to (someone)” perfectly fits in the given blank making the sentence grammatically correct and contextually meaningful. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice.

S90. Ans.(b)
Sol.
‘Surrounded’ should be followed by ‘By’ or ‘with’, hence it is an incorrect option. Also, option (d) is grammatically incorrect and option (c) doesn’t make a meaningful sentence. So, option (b) is the only option which makes the sentence both meaningfully and grammatically correct. Hence, option (b) is the most suitable answer choice.

S91. Ans.(b)
Sol.
The correct sequence for the given sentences is EADBC.

S92. Ans.(a)
Sol.
The correct sequence for the given sentences is EADBC.

S93. Ans.(d)
Sol.
The correct sequence for the given sentences is EADBC.

S94. Ans.(e)
Sol.
The correct sequence for the given sentences is EADBC.
S95. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
The correct sequence for the given sentences is EADBC.

S96. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
“Were” should be used in place of “wear”

S97. Ans.(a)  
Sol.  
Correct Spelling is Tired

S98. Ans.(e)  
Sol.  
All the given words are correct.

S99. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
The correct spelling is “enrage”

S100. Ans.(c)  
Sol.  
From the given highlighted words, ‘Candates’ is misspelled, correct spelling is ‘Candidates’ Hence, option (c) is the correct answer.